
Understanding your data with graphs

 Beautiful Data
One picture is worth a thousand words … or table columns … so learn how to create graphs on 

your Raspberry Pi and display them on your tablet or smartphone. By John C. Shovic

Python called Matplotlib [4]. Matplotlib facil-
itates making publication-quality plots using 
methods similar to MATLAB, a commercial 
scientific programming language. You can 
output formats such as PDF, PostScript, SVG, 
and PNG. It’s complicated, but very useful – 
especially with some examples.

Matplotlib
Matplotlib is a plotting library for the Python 
programming language and its numerical 
mathematics extension NumPy. It provides 
an object-oriented API for embedding plots 
into applications. The Pylab module is based 
on a state machine, designed to resemble 
closely that of MATLAB. Many people com-
ing out of school are familiar with MATLAB 
and could make the transition to Matplotlib 
easily. Although you can run MATLAB on the 
Raspberry Pi, you would still need a PC to 
help it along [5].

Installing Matplotlib on the Raspberry Pi is 
a simple process, but understand that it will 
take about eight hours on a Rasp Pi 1. Start 
the long bits before you go to bed. The nec-
essary packages for Matplotlib (Listing 1) 
and estimated times to completion are from a 
Wyolum posting [6]. Interestingly enough, I 
tested these instructions on my brand new 
Raspberry Pi 2 (RPi2), and I finished the se-
quence in less than 2.5 hours. Compare this 
with eight hours on a Raspberry Pi A+. More 
RAM and higher processor speed does make 
a big difference!

Matplotlib has literally thousands of op-
tions [7]. The documentation goes on for 
pages and pages. I would suggest that you 
take one of the examples here (the line 
chart is a good meaty example) and read 
through and understand each line of the 
code. Then, just modify it to your needs. No 
matter what you are thinking of graphing, 
you can find a close example and model 
your own project on it. That’s the magic of 

At SwitchDoc Labs, data often re-
veals itself better as a graph than 
as a table. When you show the 
data visually, it is much easier to 

pick out a pattern. This is especially true 
when you have a complex sensor project like 
Project Curacao, which now has 17 sensors, 
with five more to come. Project Curacao [1] 
is a solar- and wind-powered Raspberry Pi/ 
Arduino project located on the island country 
of Curaçao.

One of the Raspberry Pi functions in Proj-
ect Curacao is generating graphs. Yes, I could 
ship the data to another server and generate 
the graphs there, but seeing that I have a nice 
Linux platform on site, I decided to make the 
graphs there. The graphs then go to both to 
the Project Curacao Live webpage [2] and a 
directory on the Raspberry Pi for display on 
the iPad RasPiConnect [3] app.

In this month’s column, I look at a fabu-
lous (although somewhat difficult for a be-
ginner) open source graphing program for 
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having a tool that thousands of people have 
used for their own projects.

The Python and Matplotlib source code for 
all the graphs used in Project Curacao are lo-
cated on GitHub [8].

a First siMple exaMple
Listing 2 shows the code for a simple plot. 
Taking it step by step, you first import the 
pylab module of Matplotlib. Line 3 sets the 
minimum value, maximum value, and step 
value of the x axis. The arange() function is 
just like range(), but it generates an evenly 
spaced range of floating point numbers in-
stead of integers. The statement in the next 
line generates sine data from the range of 
variable t derived in the previous step. The 
plot() function then plots t on the x versus 
s list data on the y axes. Finally, lines 7-9 cre-
ate labels for the axes, line 10 puts a default 
grid on the graph, and line 11 saves the data 
into a file called test.png.

If your Pi has a graphical display, line 12 
shows you the graph (Figure 1). You can do 
some pretty amazing charts, even in 3D [9], 
without writing much code at all (Figure 2), 
but you still have to generate the data!

line Chart exaMple
Often, the machines and systems built at 
SwitchDoc Labs collect data and place it in 
a database for further research and analy-
sis. In this example, the data originated 
from a SunAirPlus Controller/ Data Collec-
tor [10]. Listing 3 is an example of Matplot-
lib code for one of the graphs created for 
Project Curacao.

The program retrieves the current (i.e., 
milliamp) values for the battery, the solar 
panels, and the Raspberry Pi A+ (i.e., how 
much it is consuming) from the MySQL data-
base on the Raspberry Pi; then, it builds a 
graph and stores it on the Pi for use by RasPi-
Connect and for later transfer to the Project 
Curacao Live webpage.

The y axis of graph in Figure 3 is current in 
milliamps (mA), and the x axis is UTC time in 
six-hour increments. The Raspberry Pi wire-
less device is the source of variation in the 
green line. In the red and blue lines, you can 
see the diurnal pattern of solar power collec-
tion and the various peaks of current, depend-
ing on the brightness of the day and cloud 
cover. Looking at this data closely, you could 
estimate the percent cloudiness and get a 
good idea of the thickness of the cloud cover.

As before, you can take each statement in 
the code and refer to the manual to under-
stand it fully, or you could just modify the 
code and see what happens. However, a few 
lines of code require explanation.

MysQl Database
The use of a database is a critical part of 
building any kind of large project that gath-
ers data. Storing large sets of data in a data-
base allows you to ask all sorts of questions 
and perform analyses. You can find a great 
resource for learning MySQL online [11]. 

$ sudo apt-get install libblas-dev ## 1-2 minutes

$ sudo apt-get install liblapack-dev ## 1-2 minutes

$ sudo apt-get install python-dev ## fast

$ sudo apt-get install libatlas-base-dev ## 1 hour

$ sudo apt-get install gfortran ## 2-3 minutes

$ sudo apt-get install python-setuptools ## fast

$ sudo easy_install scipy ## 5 hours (depends on Pi Model)

$ sudo apt-get install python-matplotlib ## 1 hour

LISTING 1: Installing Matplotlib Packages

01  from pylab import *

02  

03  t = arange(0.0, 2.0, 0.01)

04  s = sin(2*pi*t)

05  plot(t, s)

06  

07  xlabel('time (s)')

08  ylabel('voltage (mV)')

09  title('About as simple as it gets, folks')

10  grid(True)

11  savefig("test.png")

12  show()

LISTING 2: A Simple Graph

Figure 1: A simple Matplotlib graph. Figure 2: Examples of more complex Matplotlib graphs.
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001  # power graph generation
002  # filename: powersupplygraph.py
003  # Version 1.3
004  #
005  #
006  
007  import sys
008  import time
009  import RPi.GPIO as GPIO
010  
011  import gc
012  import datetime
013  
014  import matplotlib
015  # Force matplotlib to not use any Xwindows backend.
016  matplotlib.use('Agg')
017  
018  from matplotlib import pyplot
019  from matplotlib import dates
020  
021  import pylab
022  
023  import MySQLdb as mdb
024  
025  sys.path.append('/home/pi/ProjectCuracao/main/config')
026  
027  # if conflocal.py is not found, import default conf.py
028  
029  # Check for user imports
030  try:
031    import conflocal as conf
032  except ImportError:
033    import conf
034  
035  def  powersystemsupplygraph(source,days,delay):
036  
037    print("powesystemsupplygraph running now")
038  
039    # now we have to get the data, stuff it in the graph
040  
041    try:
042      print("trying database")
043          db = mdb.connect( 'localhost', 'root',  

conf.databasePassword, 
'ProjectCuracao');

044  
045          cursor = db.cursor()
046  
047      query = " SELECT TimeStamp, SolarOutputCurrent, 

BatteryOutputCurrent, PiInputCurrent FROM 
powersubsystemdata where now() -  
interval %i hour < TimeStamp" % (days*24)

048  
049      cursor.execute(query)
050      result = cursor.fetchall()
051  
052      t = []
053      s = []
054      u = []
055      v = []
056  
057      for record in result:
058        t.append(record[0])

059        s.append(record[1])
060        u.append(record[2])
061        v.append(record[3])
062  
063      print ("count of t=",len(t))
064  
065      fds = dates.date2num(t) # converted
066      # matplotlib date format object
067      hfmt = dates.DateFormatter('%m/%d-%H')
068  
069      fig = pyplot.figure()
070      fig.set_facecolor('white')
071      ax = fig.add_subplot(111,axisbg = 'white')
072      ax.vlines(fds, -200.0, 1000.0,colors='w')
073  
074      ax.xaxis.set_major_locator( dates.HourLocator 

(interval=6))
075      ax.xaxis.set_major_formatter(hfmt)
076      ax.set_ylim(bottom = -200.0)
077      pyplot.xticks(rotation='vertical')
078      pyplot.subplots_adjust(bottom=.3)
079      pylab.plot( t, s, color='b',label="Solar", 

linestyle="-",marker=".")
080      pylab.plot( t, u, color='r',label="Battery", 

linestyle="-",marker=".")
081      pylab.plot( t, v, color='g',label="Pi Input", 

linestyle="-",marker=".")
082      pylab.xlabel("Hours")
083      pylab.ylabel("Current ma")
084      pylab.legend(loc='upper left')
085  
086      if (max(v) > max(s)):
087        myMax = max(v)
088      else:
089        myMax = max(s)
090      pylab.axis([min(t), max(t), min(u), myMax])
091      pylab.figtext( .5, .05, ("Pi System Power Last %i 

Days" % days),fontsize=18,ha='center')
092  
093      pylab.grid(True)
094  
095      pyplot.show()
096      pyplot.savefig(" /home/pi/RasPiConnectServer/static/

systempower.png",facecolor=fig.get_
facecolor())

097  
098    except mdb.Error, e:
099  
100          print "Error %d: %s" % (e.args[0],e.args[1])
101  
102    finally:
103      cursor.close()
104              db.close()
105  
106      del cursor
107      del db
108  
109      fig.clf()
110      pyplot.close()
111      pylab.close()
112      del t, s, u, v
113      gc.collect()
114      print("systempower finished now")

LISTING 3: Power Graph
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Once learned, you will find applications for 
databases everywhere.

That said, I’ll look at the query in line 47:

query = "SELECT TimeStamp, U
         SolarOutputCurrent, U
         BatteryOutputCurrent, U
         PiInputCurrent U
         FROM powersubsystemdata U
         where now() - interval %i hour < U
         TimeStamp" % (days*24)

This query selects the time and three mea-
surements from the database over the course 
of the 10 days shown in the graph in Fig-
ure 3. Another non-obvious part of the code 
is what happens with the database query re-
sults in lines 50-61:

result = cursor.fetchall()

t = []
s = []
u = []
v = []

for record in result:
  t.append(record[0])
  s.append(record[1])
  u.append(record[2])
  v.append(record[3])

First, I have to split the query results for use 
by Matplotlib, so in lines 52-55, I set up four 
new arrays. For each result retrieved in 
line 50, I split the records into array t for 
TimeStamp (used for the x axis), array s for 
SolarOutputCurrent, and so on, which are 
then used to build the graph.

Graphs in a raspiConneCt 
Control panel
The RasPiConnect, an inexpensive app avail-
able for the iPhone and iPad, lets you build 
control panels for small computers like the 
Raspberry Pi and Arduino. I have been using 
this tool for years now and have built more 
than seven control panels for the Pi and Ar-
duino. The full documentation for RasPiCon-
nect is located on the MiloCreek wiki [12].

Figure 4 shows the Project Curacao control 
panel with the graph for the Raspberry Pi 
solar power subsystem. The RasPiConnect 
interface is built in a file called Local.py. 
Building your own responses is easy. You can 
select virtually any data to send to the RasPi-
Connect app and display it in a number of 
ways. Listing 4 is an example of a RasPiCon-
nect Local.py file for a graph.

To get a button to select different graphs for 
the same RasPiConnect control, you write the 
graph name to a file and then read the file to 
get the graph to display. Make sure you assign 
the web control to refresh when you push the 
button; then, you get an immediate response.

By using a feedback control button to write 
a file that contains the graph name, you can 
cycle through different graphs (Listing 5; Fig-
ure 5). See my video on the SwitchDoc Labs 
website for an example [13].

ConClusion
Displaying data graphically so the user (or 
customer!) of your program or project can 

Figure 3: Project Curacao Raspberry Pi solar power data.

Figure 4: RasPiConnect screen with the Raspberry Pi solar power line graph.
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(www.  switchdoc.  com) so everybody can 
learn from your question. I’ll be picking the 
best question and answering it in the next 
SwitchDoc Labs column.  ● ● ●

understand key concepts and make in-
formed conclusions is critical. Matplotlib 
and the Raspberry Pi can make very profes-
sional graphs on the fly for lots of applica-
tions.

COMING NEXT COLUMN

In the next SwitchDoc Labs column, I will 
explore the incredible Arduino-based, inex-
pensive, WiFi-based ESP8266 solution and 
get it talking to a Raspberry Pi.

If you have a suggestion for a column or 
would like to see a specific board or product 
reviewed, please send email to raspigeek@
switchdoc.  com. If you have specific ques-
tions, please post on the SwitchDoc Blog 

01  #W-11 is Pi System Status
02  if (objectServerID == "W-11"):
03  
04   #check for validate request
05   if (validate == "YES"):
06   outgoingXMLData += Validate.buildValidateResponse("YES")
07   outgoingXMLData += BuildResponse.buildFooter()
08  
09   return outgoingXMLData
10  
11   # normal response requested
12  
13  imageName = "systemstatistics.png"
14  
15   responseData = "<html><head>"
16   responseData += " <title></title><style>body,html, 

iframe{margin:0;padding:0;}</style>"

17   responseData += "</head>"

18  

19   responseData += "<body><img src=""

20   responseData += Config.localURL()

21   responseData += "static/"

22   responseData += imageName

23   responseData += "" type="jpg" width="800" height="300">"

24  

25   responseData +="</body>"

26  

27   responseData += "</html>"

28  

29   outgoingXMLData += BuildResponse.buildResponse(responseData)

30  

31   outgoingXMLData += BuildResponse.buildFooter()

32   return outgoingXMLData

LISTING 4: Local.py

Figure 5: RasPiConnect main control panel showing a scatter plot graph for wind. Pressing the 

yellow button on the right cycles through different graphs for the Summary Page.

Q:We are currently struggling with a suitable 
power management system for our solar 
power system, and I am wondering if I could 
get some help. We charge a 12V lead acid bat-
tery from a 40W panel. We were looking at a 
way to detect and store battery voltage and 
shut down when voltage is low. However, our 
problem on the flip side is restarting the sys-
tem once we have gained a suitable battery 
charge again. How do we make sure that the 
system will restart properly? Chris – Australia

A: Power management is one of the biggest 
challenges SwitchDoc Labs faces with solar-
powered projects. A brownout event is always 
possible. Shutting down and recovering is 
magic!

The three things SwitchDoc Labs uses are:

•  USB PowerControl [14] for shutting the Rasp-
berry Pi off. Really off – not just a shutdown.

•  INA3221 Breakout board [15] for measuring 
the voltage and current through the system – 
three channels of voltage and current. This is 
the same chip used in the SunAirPlus board.

•  Dual WatchDog Timer [16] to turn on the Pi 
through the USB PowerControl Board after it 
has been shut down by software. If you want 
to learn more about watchdog timers, check 
out this Raspberry Pi Geek article [17].

You can find out more at:

1.  WeatherPi Solar Powered Weather Station 
Instructable [18].

2.  Blog posts about the power management 
problem [19] [20].

For even more, go to switchdoc.  com and 
search on Solar Power and Brownout.

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
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01  # FB-11 - change the graph display
02  if (objectServerID == "FB-11"):
03  
04    #check for validate request
05  #  validate allows RasPiConnect to verify this object is 

here
06    if (validate == "YES"):
07      outgoingXMLData += Validate.buildValidateResponse("YES")
08      outgoingXMLData += BuildResponse.buildFooter()
09      return outgoingXMLData
10  
11  # not validate request, so execute
12  
13    responseData = "XXX"
14  
15  if (objectName is None):
16  objectName = "XXX"
17    lowername = objectName.lower()
18  
19  
20    if (lowername == "display voltages"):
21  
22      responseData = "display currents"
23      responseData = responseData.title()
24  
25  
26    f = open("./local/GraphSelect.txt", "w")
27    f.write(lowername)
28    f.close()
29  
30  
31    elif (lowername == "display currents"):

32  
33      responseData = "display solar/wind"
34      responseData = responseData.title()
35  
36    f = open("./local/GraphSelect.txt", "w")
37    f.write(lowername)
38    f.close()
39  
40    elif (lowername == "display solar/wind"):
41  
42      responseData = "display voltages"
43      responseData = responseData.title()
44  
45    f = open("./local/GraphSelect.txt", "w")
46    f.write(lowername)
47    f.close()
48  
49  # defaults to display currents
50    else:
51      lowername = "display currents"
52    f = open("./local/GraphSelect.txt", "w")
53    f.write(lowername)
54    f.close()
55  
56      responseData = "display voltages"
57      responseData = lowername.title()
58  
59  
60    ou tgoingXMLData +=  

Bu ildResponse.buildResponse(responseData)
61      outgoingXMLData += BuildResponse.buildFooter()
62    return outgoingXMLData

LISTING 5: Changing the Graph Display

[1]  Project Curacao: http://  www.  switchdoc.  com/  2015/  08/  3‑months‑in‑paradise‑project‑curacao‑happy/

[2]  Project Curacao Live: www.  milocreek.  com/  projectcuracaographs

[3]  RasPiConnect: http://  www.  milocreek.  com/  styled‑3/  index.  html

[4]  Matplotlib: http://  matplotlib.  org

[5]  MATLAB and Rasp Pi: https://  learn.  adafruit.  com/  how‑to‑use‑matlab‑and‑simulink‑with‑raspberry‑pi/  overview

[6]  Matplotlib on Rasp Pi: http://  wyolum.  com/  numpyscipymatplotlib‑on‑raspberry‑pi/

[7]  Matplotlib options: http://  matplotlib.  org/  contents.  html

[8]  Project Curacao on GitHub: https://  github.  com/  projectcuracao/  projectcuracao/  tree/  master/  graphprep

[9]  3D graphs: http://  matplotlib.  org/  mpl_toolkits/  mplot3d/  tutorial.  html#  toolkit‑mplot3d‑tutorial

[10]  “Solar Power Management” by John C. Shovic, Raspberry Pi Geek, issue 10, pg. 32, http://  www.  raspberry‑pi‑geek.  com/  Archive/  2015/ 
 10/  Managing‑solar‑power‑systems‑with‑SunAir‑boards

[11]  MySQL tutorial: http://  www.  arachnoid.  com/  MySQL/  index.  html

[12]  RasPiConnect wiki: www.  milocreek.  com/  wiki

[13]  RasPiConnect video: http://  www.  switchdoc.  com/  2014/  01/  project‑curacao‑raspiconnect‑video/

[14]  PowerControl board: http://  www.  switchdoc.  com/  usb‑powercontrol‑board/

[15]  INA3221 Breakout Board: http://  www.  switchdoc.  com/  ina3221‑breakout‑board/

[16]  Dual WatchDog Timer: http://  www.  switchdoc.  com/  dual‑watchdog‑timer/

[17]  “SwitchDoc Labs: Watchdog Timer” by John Shovic, Raspberry Pi Geek, issue 09, pg. 86, http://  www.  raspberry‑pi‑geek.  com/  Archive/ 
 2015/  09/  Making‑your‑projects‑more‑reliable

[18]  Solar Rasp Pi weather station Instructable: http://  www.  instructables.  com/  id/  Create‑Your‑Own‑Solar‑Powered‑Raspberry‑Pi‑Weather/

[19]  Power management blog: http://  www.  switchdoc.  com/  2015/  04/ 
 figuring‑out‑when‑to‑shutdown‑your‑solar‑powered‑raspberry‑pi‑weatherpi/

[20]  Turning the Pi on and off: http://  www.  switchdoc.  com/  2015/  04/  turning‑the‑pi‑on‑and‑off‑weatherpi‑solar‑power/
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